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THE OCTOPUS PROGRAMME ∏∏∏∏
The Octopus Programme is a guided research-based educational
programme that encourages artistic research and production-based
collaborations across academies and art institutions; students
and professionals; diverse presentation modes; and processes of
research and documentation in different geographies.
While the Octopus Programme functions as a support mechanism
for emerging artists, the main objective of the programme is to
accumulate experience-based collective and creative output by
taking geopolitical, social, ecological, and educational urgencies
and diversities into consideration. Correspondingly, the programme
intends to develop and point out new critical perspectives and
standing points to process artistic research and practices. In
this respect, by merging the viewpoints of academic entities and
contemporary art institutions along with what they can provide
such as mixed facilities and activities, the Octopus Programme
would like to develop a progressive methodology by creating its
autonomous network.

2020 has been dedicated to the pilot phase of the programme,
developed as an initiative of the University of Applied Arts (Die
Universität für angewandte Kunst Wien) in Vienna and Kamel
Lazaar Foundation in Tunis.The first chapter of the programme is
designed as a two-semester course Spectral Encounters (3 credits
per semester) that will take place both at the University of Applied
Arts in Vienna and B7L9, Kamel Lazaar Foundation in Tunis as a
pilot application.
The language of the course is English. Spectral Encounters includes
peer to peer educational sessions, online and class discussions,
research field-trips, and workgroups both in Tunis and Vienna,
collaborative production-based workshops, and lectures. The
course is provided by the Department of Art and Communication
Practices (KKP) under the direction of Barbara Putz-Plecko,
Vice-Rector for Research and Diversity, University of Applied Arts
Vienna. The Spectral Encounters is led by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Basak
Senova, Visiting Professor at the University of Applied Arts Vienna.
Spectral Encounters also incorporates guest lecturers (artists,
curators, and scholars) along with curated presentations of the
students/artists in both cities.
The pilot phase of the Octopus Programme started with an open call,
announced during the Winter semester of 2019. This call was open
to KPP, TEX, DAE, and DEX students of the University of Applied
Arts in Vienna, whereas, Kamel Lazaar Foundation extended the
call to the students of Ecoles des Beaux-Arts (Fine Arts School) and
ESSTeD (Design Institut) as well as any emerging artist based in
Tunisia.
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The Angewandte, VZA7, Vienna // B7L9, Kamel Lazaar Foundation, Tunis

2020

The open call attracted a high number of well-articulated and
competitive applications in both cities. After careful evaluation and
consideration through applications, followed by interviews with
the short-listed applicants conducted by the selection committee
—consisting of Barbara Putz-Plecko, Vice-Rector for Research
and Diversity, University of Applied Arts Vienna; Basak Senova,
Visiting Professor, University of Applied Arts Vienna; Lina Lazaar,
Vice President, Kamel Lazaar Foundation; Konrad Strutz, Senior
Lecturer, University of Applied Arts Vienna; Moez Mrabet, Kamel
Lazaar Foundation; and Rachida Triki, Professor of Philosophy,
Tunis University—, the decision to select four applicants to take part
at the Octopus Programme in 2020 was reached in January 2020.
3
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LOG

January - February 2020
Initial meetings
The Angewandte, Vienna
Individual Skype Meetings, Tunis
A set of meetings with the participants about the Octopus
Programme and Spectral Encounter’s syllabus took place at my
office at the university or via Skype.
02.03.2020
Besprechungsraum 13, The Angewandte, Vienna
KLF Office, Tunis
Skype

https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at

It was the first day of the course and this session was used as
an opportunity to present each participant’s ideas and plans
projected to the programme. The session provided insight into
course expectations and requirements along with the Octopus
Programme’s future goals.

The winning applicants of 2020 are Julia Stern (DAE/TEX), Sophia
Bellouhassi Widmann (DEX/KKP) from University of Applied Arts
Vienna and Marwa Manai and Younes Ben Slimane from Tunis.

During the meeting, each participant introduced her/himself and
summarized their research and project proposals.Both participants’
and—as the instructor of the project—my responsibilities were
set. The class started to talk about the Tunis and Vienna special
programmes that will be realized in April and May 2020.

A webpage, which also keeps the log of the project, includes further
information, news, and activities of the programme:
https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at

In the meantime, some requirements nad logistic details such
as Visa procedures, booking of flights for these travels were also
discussed and planned.
5

09.03.2020
Besprechungsraum 13, The Angewandte, Vienna
KLF Office, Tunis
Skype
Each participant gave a brief and introductory presentation of
her/his project. Each project was discussed by underlying the
common reference points among the research strains and the fields
of interest. I introduced some theoretical texts and terms, such as
Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas about rhizomatic thinking and then
the terms “Smooth and Striated Space”; some examples of Vilém
Flusser’s analysis on apparatus (in his book Towards a Philosophy of
Photography): and Susan Sontag’s emphasis on context (in her book
On Photography) were discussed. Plenty of connections were made
among the works and these references.
The class continued about the Vienna special programme and they
started to propose additional venues and activities. Anne Klontz’s—
of Konstfack (Stockholm)—lecture and workshop was confirmed for
the 23rd of March. An assignment about “keywords” was given to
the participants.
16.03.2020
Zoom
Due to the fact that the positive coronavirus cases rapidly increased
in Austria, on 10th March 2020, the government announced that all
universities would close their classes at the latest by 16th March.
Travel restrictions followed that decision. All of these developments
dictated drastic changes with the calendar and the structure of
6

the Spectral Encounters Course. Accodingly, Senova conducted
peer to peer sessions with all the participants. The conceptual
framework of the projects, working methodologies, and timeline
of the programme were all discussed by taking each participant’s
project into consideration..She also introduced and suggested some
other writers and some references to the participants.
https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/idea-logs

https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/references-links

https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/intersections

As one of the “distant learning” tools, Senova asked the participants
to develop individual idea-logs and to share them weekly with the
class. Extending the course to the next semester was also taken into
consideration.
23.03.2020
Zoom
This session was dedicated to create a network map of the keywords
that the participants process in their projects. The participants and
I worked on it manually. I integrated this map by using a network
mapping application to the website, so that it allows the participants
to add further data in future.
Each project was discussed one by one by while having discussions
on the keywords and intersecting points of the on-going researches.
In the mean time, each participant briefly presented their idea-logs
along with the developments with their research.
Some suggestions regarding the participation to the Angewandte
Festival 2020 and some further physical activities in both cities in
Autumn were also discussed.
7

30.03.2020
Zoom – Peer to peer
Today’s peer to peer sessions were first dedicated to some of the
structural implementations of the website as the part of the process.
Then, each participant discussed the content and progression of
her/his research and the project with me. Each session was lasted
from one to two hours.
06.04.2020
Zoom – Presentation/Lecture and Peer to peer Tutorials
Bronwyn Lace and Marcus Neustetter were the first guest lecturers
of the Spectral Encounters course. They are both artists from South
Africa, currently moved to Vienna. As artists and cultural workers,
they have an immense experience with developing cross-cultural
collaborative projects, hence they generously shared valuable
information and insights from those experiences with us.
Bronwyn Lace presented her work and process as co-founder and
director of the Centre for the Less Good Idea, an interdisciplinary
incubator space for the arts. Founded by South African artist
William Kentridge, the Centre creates and supports experimental,
collaborative and cross-disciplinary arts projects. The Centre is a
physical and immaterial space to pursue incidental discoveries
made in the process of producing work.
The Centre is a space that allows for impulses, connections and
revelations. It’s a physical performance space for artists to come
together and for curators to bring together combinations of text,
8

movement, sound and image.The Centre believes an ensemble sees
the world differently to how one individual does. It is a safe space for
failure, for projects to be tried and discarded because they do not
work. It’s a space for short-form work which doesn’t have a natural
home in a theatre or gallery.

https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/blog

Lace spoke to her interests in site specificity and responsiveness
and her focus on the relationships between art and other fields,
including physics, museum practice, philosophy, performance and
education.
Marcus Neustetter presented case studies, collaborations,
methodologies and processes of his 20 year project The Trinity
Session with the intention of illustrating relevant conceptual, crossdisciplinary and alternative approaches that could stimulate the
program participants.
Since 2001 The Trinity Session has been concerned with the logics
of art-making in complex, social-public situations; where the
dynamics of context, site, available resources, and creative solutions
converge to create unique artistic conditions and opportunities.
As global practicing artists, born and bred in Johannesburg. The
politics of change in South Africa have motivated and inspired
Stephen Hobbs and Marcus Neustetter to create partnerships and
unique moments of collective practice in order to respond to and
create positive change.
Their inspiring presentations followed by discussions especially
focusing on the public domain and the work with the communities.
9

After this long discussion both Bronwyn and Marcus gave peer to
peer tutorials to all the participants. So, each participant had the
opportunity to present her/his project twice by getting different
feedbacks.

to present a collaborative project. The brainstorming sessions
lead to produce an umbrella project to depict the dialogue among
the participants, while keeping and presenting the individual
projects. Each participant also updated the lecturer and the other
participants with the latest developments and current situation of
their artistic research.

20.04.2020
Zoom

06.04.2020
Zoom – Presentation/Lecture and Peer to peer Tutorials

First, we discussed the topics that Bronwyn and Marcus raised two
weeks ago (before the Easter holiday), then we talked about each
project by taking the suggestions and critiques of Bronwyn and
Marcus into consideration.

https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/blog

22.04.2020
Zoom
With an extra class, we started to discuss our possible contribution
to the Angewandte Festival. A few ideas about using the online
platforms came into surface, nevertheless, we need to think more
about a collaborative production process. The participants decided
to have further communication and meetings after the classes for
the coming three weeks.
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https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/angewandte-festival

Today we had the Tunisian curator Olfa Feki as our guest lecturer.
Olfa Feki first presented International Festival of Photography,
Videography and Digital Arts in Kerkennah and talked about
how the island created a social environment for the participating
artists and the audience. She also talked about the visibility of the
photography works and how the environment of the festival created
interactions between the exhibited works and the audience. This
particular island provided a space for these interactions without
any distraction from outside.

27.04.2020
Zoom

After her presentation, we had discussions on the interdisciplinary
collaborations and the segregations. She gave us an insight view
of the Tunisian contemporary art scene. Marwa and Younes added
their views.

The discussion on a collaborative project continued, hence, we
decided to omit the idea of using an online platform to make a public
discussion but to use the Octopus Programme website as a”venue”

Finally, she gave tutorials to the participants through peer to
peer sessions, while the others continued with discussing the
collaborative project and their individual projects.
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11.05.2020
Zoom
At first, we reviewed the topics that we discussed with Olfa. The
discussion on the collaborative project concluded with the idea to
produce a collaborative artist book.
We also decided that I would add a supplementary publication—
the book you are reading now—that would gather the notes on the
process along with the texts written by the guest lecturers.
The process of working on the collaborative artist book started. The
participants scheduled to have four extra gatherings apart from the
class hours for the coming two weeks.
18.05.2020
Zoom
Discussions on the parts of the book continued with the input
accumulated with the participants working sessions.
Apart from the “dossiers” of each—that manifests their individual
project—, there will be the intro part: speculation of the name of
the Octopus programme; letters among the participants; and a
conversation (either in written form or as visuals) through some
questions that they would pose to each other.
By putting on my designer hat, I will gather all of these components
in A5 formatted book through a collaborative design process.
12

https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/blog

20.05.2020
Zoom – Presentation/Lecture and Peer to peer Tutorials
Today, our guest was Anne Klontz from Konstfack, Stockholm,
who gave a thought-provoking lecture on “Identity in a Globalized
World”.
Prior to her lecture, Anne asked the participants to read the following
text by Homi K. Bhabha (b 1949) on ‘hybridity and ‘moving beyond’
(pages 1110-1116) and she explained to us that she chose this text
because there are several interesting aspects about identity and its
connection to culture and globalization, specifically how cultural
differences can be site for developing new meanings for identity.
Then, she used some themes from the text as discussion points.
She emphasized how Bhabha illustrates how identity is a ‘hybridity’
and composed of many elements, and this is especially true in our
globalized world. Then she posed two questions:
How would you describe your hybrid identity?
Does this identity play a role in your practice?
Then, she moved to Bhabha’s references of the notion of ‘beyond’ in
his text. On page 1113 he describes the ‘beyond’ as a spatial distance,
that it marks progress and promises the future, and on page 1114, he
describes the notion of ‘beyond’ as a space for intervention. Anne
found connections to this ‘beyond’ space of intervention in each of
the participants’ proposals to the Octopus programme. She asked
13

08.06.2020
Zoom

the participants to reflect on their practice or a project they think
contributes to this realm to share with the group.
We also watched two short video-interviews together. The first one
was an interview with the British-Nigerian artist Yinka Shonibare,
whose work explores cultural identity, colonialism and postcolonialism within the contemporary context of globalization.
And the second one was a short statement by Daniel Birnbaum,
the artistic director for Venice Biennale in 2009, on the perception
of contemporary art in the age of globalization. We discussed the
points that Anne raised in reference to these interviews all together.
Anne also asked questions to the participants
As a final conclusion to the discussion, Anne shared her experiences
working with Momentum and the biennial’s history as a case study
about how globalization has affected artists in the Nordic region.
03.06.2020
Zoom
We worked on the collaborative artist book and also discussed some
points with the idea-logs.
27.05.2020
Zoom
First, we shortly discussed the points Anne Klontz raised a week
earlier, we continued working on the conceptual design of the book.
The participants continued to meet regularly after the classes.
14

https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/blog

Today we hosted Nadia Ayari who is a Tunisian artist, based in New
York, had an amazing and inspiring session with us.
She went through her venture with the contemporary art by
explaining how her artistic identity evolved in New York along
with many aspects of identity politics, art market, and production
processes.
Ayari was born and raised in Tunisia, then she moved to the United
States in 2000 and received a B.A. in art history from Boston
University, an M.F.A. in painting from the Rhode Island School of
Design. She began exhibiting her work internationally in 2008.
After having debates on identity politics, the market, and exhibitiong
abroad, she concluded the session with the tutorials.
17.06.2020
Zoom
We met a few times (both as a group and through peer to peer Zoom
meetings) this week to complete the final design of the artist book.
I also uploaded images and some information to the Angewandte
Festival Website about the Octopus programme, Spectral
Encounters, and the publications that we are working on at this
moment.
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15.06.2020
Zoom
We continued working on and designing the collaborative artist
book. It is important to show individual voices in this collaborative
book. These collaborative working sessions created another form of
communication that enabled us to review the projects in comparison
with each other. Hence, all the design decisions—from the selection
of the fonts to the layout, to the colours, to the order…etc.—were all
discussed in details.
17.06.2020
Zoom
Final decissions were made with the book design and the content.
This session continued with a heavy email and phone traffic until
the completion of the book on Sunday night (22.06.2020).

https://theoctopusprogramme.uni-ak.ac.at/
index.php/angewandte-festival

During and after the duration of the Angewandte Festival, this
publication will be available and downloadable from the Octopus
Programme’s website.
We will have a planning session after the Angewandte Festival, this
session will be followed by another Zoom meeting by including
Barbara Putz-Plecko and Lina Lazaar.
Finally, we will host Martin Krenn as our last guest for this semester
in July 2020.
16 The programme and the course will continue next semester.
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REFLECTIONS

Bronwyn Lace
For the Spectral Encounters, I was a guest lecture alongside my
partner and regular collaborator Marcus Neustetter. On Basak
Senova’s invitation, I introduced myself as a visual artist and activist
and described my focus on site specificity, responsiveness and
performativity. In the time we had together I was able to hone in
on some of the collaborations my practise has had with other fields,
including physics, museum practice, philosophy, literature and
education over the past 16 years.
After an initial introduction to my work we in turn got to hear from
the winning applicants in this year’s Octopus Programme; Julia
Stern, Sophia Bellouhassi Widmann, Marwa Manai and Younes Ben
Slimane. Marcus and I then had the opportunity to enter into one on
one sessions with each Octopus Programme artist.
Whilst with the full group I spoke of how in December 2019 I had
moved with my family from Johannesburg, South Africa to Vienna.
Back in 2016 Marcus and I made the decision to work towards this
major life move after spending 3-months in Vienna on a residency
supported by the Bundesministerium called KulturKontakt. As
an artist and cultural activist I have been practising from and
responding to Johannesburg and South Africa and its intense,
complex and dynamic environments for over 16 years. A key project
I touched on was the 8 year public art research collaboration with
Marcus Neustetter. From 2009 Marcus and I initiated ‘Sutherland
Reflections’, a social and environmental development project through
the interface of art, science and technology, a project resulted in the
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commissioning of an illustrated educator’s resource in the form of a
book and film ‘My Room at the Center of the Universe’.
Finally I described how in 2016 I joined William Kentridge in the
establishing and animating of the Centre for the Less Good Idea in
Maboneng, Johannesburg. Today I am co-director on the board and
fulfil this role from Vienna.
I told the story of how in January 2016 I received a call from William
Kentridge’s studio with a request to meet him for tea later that week.
I had no idea what the meeting was about but remember waking
up on the day of the meeting with a combination of curiosity and
anxiety. Later that day I met a relaxed William just post his annual
family holiday, he described his plan to create and support a new
foundation for the arts in Johannesburg. As a fellow artist and
resident of the Maboneng Precinct he asked me if I’d be interested in
working alongside him and his studio team in initiating this space.
The meeting was not very long but I left it with formative words
ringing in my ears… ‘interdisciplinary’ ‘incubating’ ‘collaborative’
collective’ ‘responsive’ ‘performative’.
I went on to describe how over the past 4 years I have discovered
my role as ‘animateur’ for the Centre for the Less Good Idea. How I
was able to witness and identify strategies of collective making that
successfully unsettled the principles of work and play, or usefulness
and creativity. In one of our first meetings William shared with me
a Tswana proverb he had come across, ‘If the good doctor can’t
cure you, find the less good doctor’, this grammatically clumsy,
cumbersome and amusing phrase somehow describes secondary
19

artistic processes with such precision and resonance. I enjoyed
waiting and watching for the flicker of light in the Octopus artists
eyes when they heard the proverb.
Pursuing the ‘less good idea’ has become Centre’s methodological
and philosophical approach. Today the Centre creates two, 6-month
long seasons a year. Core-curators from South Africa and from
varying artistic disciplines are identified, the curators then engage
practitioners with whom they would like to collaborate, and with that
the seasons grow. Alongside the seasons, the Centre has a monthly
performance programme in which new work is incubated and shown
for one-night only. In 2020 we have launched SO, the Academy for
the Less Good Idea.
In the individual sessions I found particular resonances with Younes
Ben Slimane and Marwa Manai. In conversation with Younes I found
his approaches to the physical Manaifestations of loss, death and
ritual strong. In turn I shared with him my film ‘Feast or Famine’,
I described the making of the work and how in 2016 through an
introduction made by KulturKontakt I was able to gain access to
and collaborate with the Naturhistorisches Museum Vienna. I had
become aware that the museum used Dermestis beetles as a cleaning
method for their skeletons. I requested permission to document this
process through time-lapse photography. After 7 days I had a film of
Dermestes maculatus also referred to as the African Imperial Beetle
removing the flesh of a Tyto alba, the common European Barn Owl.
I brought this footage back to South Africa I began to edit it. At first
my focus was on the dead and skinned body of an owl, time with
the footage however had my attention shifting to the exceptional
20

resilience and collaborative actions of the beetles. Once I had a
near completed video I shared it with composers and vocalists from
different parts of South Africa. Over weeks of workshopping and
meditating on sounds of mourning we were able to create an original
composition for the film. This video piece has gone on to be shown
within various environments, it has been projected publicly as part
of a festival in RoManaia, it is now within the permanent collection of
the Museum of Art in Durban, South Africa and recently it has been
translated in to an interactive performance piece which will be shown
in early 2021 in Johannesburg. In dialogue with Marwa Manai I found
her descriptions for her upcoming public performance powerful
and I’m intrigued by the risks she is willing to take in this realm of
performance art. I shared with Marwa a number of works made at
the Centre for the Less Good Idea that have equally sought to reimagine established forms within performance work by combining
body, space and technology, the challenging and unpacking of
themes such as the nature of performance, the language of loss,
and the relationship between audience member and performer in
Marwa’s work is exciting and I look forward to hearing more about
her process.

c
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Marcus Neustetter
I was invited as guest lecturer for the Spectral Encounters with
my partner Bronwyn Lace. Given the nature of the programme,
encouraging “artistic research and production-based collaborations
across academies and art institutions; students and professionals;
diverse presentation modes; and processes of research and
documentation in different geographies”, I opted to present case
studies form my 20 year project, The Trinity Session.
Since 2001 The Trinity Session has been concerned with the logics of
art-making in complex, social-public situations; where the dynamics
of context, site, available resources, and creative solutions converge
to create unique artistic conditions and opportunities. As global
practicing artists, born and bred in Johannesburg, the politics of
change in South Africa have motivated and inspired Stephen Hobbs
and myself to create partnerships and unique moments of collective
practice in order to respond to and create positive change. Having
worked in many countries abroad, Johannesburg has always served
as a catalytic reference point for how to think beyond the often-elitist
structures of the art world, with a view to cultural production found
in the public domain. To this extent we have co-produced numerous
multi-media projects and events around the country and on the
continent, with the objective of bringing knowledge back home.
My presentation followed the journey of the trinity session,
acknowledging the context and a need for the reimagining of the
artist’s role and relationship with audience, communities, industry,
development and social challenges and injustices. Understanding
22

that the need to survive fuels new approaches and new production.
Skimming over our public art and socially engaged programs I was
aiming to share the creative investigations into communities and
networks that could illustrate the artistic methodology of making
sense of context and concept.
The example I chose was a project that looked at some of the
xenophobic confrontations in Johannesburg with an attempt to set up
relationships for future collaborations between artists and alienated
communities. During site research for an urban regeneration
project on the border of Hillbrow, a notorious neighbourhood
in Johannesburg, Stephen Hobbs and I were confronted by two
francophone immigrants who warned us that entering Hillbrow
with a camera was not safe. To our surprise we were treated as
tourist in their own city by an immigrant and spoken to in a foreign
language just a few blocks from where we once lived. A year later,
following an invitation to Dakar in Senegal for the Dak’Art Biennale
‘Off’ Programme, we drew our inspiration from this encounter.
Armed with pen and paper we interviewed a group of Senegalese
immigrants in Johannesburg asking them to draw maps of Dakar,
which we would use to navigate the city during our two week Dakar
residence in May 2006. Landing in Dakar for the first time we used
only the maps and stories to navigate the city and capture their
journey. Getting lost due to abstract and inaccurate information
and engaging with local people to find our way became the norm
and part of the performative execution of the engagement back in
Johannesburg. On return to Hillbrow, we presented their experience
back to their foreign neighbours in the form of a slide show and story
telling, creating a meaningful connection and a trust relationship.
23

This relationship continued for several years with public space
projects in Johannesburg contradicting the xenophobic sentiment of
the area. An example was a Senegalese tea ceremonies welcoming
people that had fled Johannesburg back into the “no-go-zone” of the
city to meet new cultures and neighbours, creating unlikely public
connections through the peaceful West-African ritual of communal
tea drinking. More than this however the exchanges informed a more
sensitive and critical commissioning process for public artworks to
follow in the area.
As a result of such explorations and experiments The Trinity Session’s
approach over the last 20 years shifted the local understanding of
public art programmes. Moving away from competition and direct
commissions that served mainly those select few artists that have had
the resources and training to be able to respond to them, the strategy
was to build experience, skill and sensitivity to work coherently with
local communities and locally relevant content. Concepts and forms
are born out of collective workshopping, personal reflections and coproduction across disciplines and skills, not measuring contribution
by levels of education or institutional credentials but by the personal
active commitment, ideas and ability to work towards a collective
vision.
Following over several hundred public artworks through the The
Trinity Session programmes the public art approach has become
a coherent strategy for urban research, social engagement and
development. So for example since 2017, the Trinity Session has held
the position of Curator-Coordinator for all Place-Making Through Art
along the Transit-Oriented Development Corridors in Johannesburg.
24

The artworks programme has unearthed and added an essential
layer of cultural identity and character to the new Rea Vaya Bus
Rapid Transit System implemented within the Transit Oriented
Development Corridors, as well as the attendant neighbourhood
infrastructure and place making upgrades in the neighbourhoods
such as Noordgesig, Brixton, Turfontein and Orange Grove.
The three-year period of social engagement, research, unearthing
of local narratives in relation to the greater geography and histories
of the corridors; has seen the implementation of numerous works
of art, developed and designed through methods of co-production
with the local residents and users within these neighbourhoods.
Artwork outcomes range from large scale murals, urban furniture,
sculpture, video and performances and numerous site-specific
events and exhibitions. The rich narratives that emerge from
each of these contexts translated through creative collaborative
processes has contributed to the building of an archive of oral
histories. And with the sharing of personal and collective narratives,
the ArtMyJozi programme has facilitated various skills sharing,
personal development and small business incubators to stimulate
local residents and creatives to develop their practice in relation
to larger individual or collective projects, with a view to improved
sustainability. In addition, three years of consistent directed video
and photographic documentation of the technical and social aspects
of the making and impact of the work has evolved into a multi-faceted
digital archive. The contents of which are constantly shared through
the #ArtMyJozi social media platform, where growing audiences
have witnessed the unfolding of the artworks programme in relation
to the City of Johannesburg’s development projects in each of these
25

locations. Resultantly, audiences have contributed to the process
through commentary, critique and their own ideas.
This presentation with a focus on engagement and the shifting
role of the artist in building opportunities for creating meaning
and facilitating encounters and networks tied in well with the
processes of Julia Stern and Sophia Widmann. In conversation
with Julia further ideas and examples of food culture projects I had
produced to interact with targeted communities in different African
contexts, were shared acknowledging some of the complexities
and shortfalls in my own process of using the culture of food as a
tool for connection and exchange. I felt that creating clarity in the
objective of Julias project and understanding the projected outcome
possibilities would guide the organic processes of developing the
idea further. Simple practicalities were explored together and helped
me reflect critically on some of my own past projects too. Sophia’s
idea, while somewhat more abstract and undefined at the point
of our conversation struck me as an exploration and activity that
needed to still build narrative and find common subject areas for
participation. I attempted to share concepts of building community
through ritual, community specific myths and building collective
narratives based on project mentioned above. I also drew on my
own exploration of online culture and interaction to see how the
virtual and digital platforms and media channels can assist in the
layering of the process. I felt that both Julia and Sophia were in an
exciting but critical part of their project of trying to articulate the
next level of their ideas through hands-on experiments and tests to
see where the concepts would Manaifest. In this way, the process
was personally rewarding as I left the session thinking about the
26

next step in my personal creative process that has been, much
like the Dakar-Hillbrow project mentioned above, an exploration
of context and situations that present themselves. With my recent
move to Vienna I realise that while the projects and programs with
The Trinity Session continue in South Africa, my presence in Europe
is offering me the opportunity to find another Manaifestation and
direction through local engagement and response. This has been
developing and building up in the last years, but needs to be defined
and requires clarity - steps that I have taken more proactively since
the session and engagement with Basak Senova. I therefore hope
that my contribution to the Spectral Encounters in the Octopus
Programme was as valuable to the programme and its projects as it
was a stimulus to my own reflections on my own practice.

c
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Olfa Feki
The Tunisian art scene has nothing to do with what you hear or read
about. You need to experience it to understand it. It’s indeed very
diverse and dynamic, but not as dazzling as it seems. The impression
that we think we have on local Tunisian artists is still very attached
to the image given by the media. “A Liberated art scene” fighting
the injustices of the system. Before 2011, we claimed to face artistic
censorship, the following three years; one noted a fathomless
emotional expressions. Revolution became the perfect marketing
campaign, a lifebuoy to a forgotten scene. A trend that saved us in
way, yet passed over on some artists striving to make the most of
the overage of the existent artistic talent and inspiration, which is
burning from the shores of the country.
Although, we have to admit that the Tunisian cultural scene today is
flourishing with its artists and its talents, which are, to this day, not
appreciated at their true value locally, for several reasons; political
reasons, absence of institutions, lack of infrastructure and cultural
policy, which made the artistic dynamic inconsistent. Yet they are
collected by the most prominent international museums and sought
by renowned institutions. Moreover, and despite individual or
collective achievements, the scene remains dominated by selfishness
and individualism; Tunisian competitiveness does not resonate with
the culture of sharing. Which makes it a bit hard to move forward,
especially that it is still difficult for some artists or experts to connect
to the international market due to mobility issues or lack of contacts.
Thus, the lack of expertise and opportunities locally makes it more
difficult to be noticed.
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The main market consists of galleries trying to make the most of it
financially. Which is neither challenging nor exciting. However,
having nothing makes you look for something and hopefully, this
must become the new collective wave trend. In my case, this was
the basis of Kerkennah project. Following three years of research
done on our issues, obstacles, infrastructures, art schools…etc. In
order to create a new definition to what a festival should be in such
circumstances. Between a governmental oblivion and difficulties to
develop, the island of kerkennah translated perfectly the local art
situation. That’s why the project has evolved into a cultural, social,
and predominantly political project.
Having a festival was just an excuse to gather people and create a
network. We all know how drinks and partying during festivals and
fairs are more important then to actually attend the main activities.
And we don’t all have the chance to be invited. Therefore a festival in
an isolated island would be the perfect trap for connecting people.
The main goal was not to create the perfect exhibition or the most
interesting round table, but what kind of outcome can we expect
from it, a week, a month or even a year after the main event. And
to make it as fair as possible for all present artists and students, we
tried to invite professionals with no previous knowledge of the scene.
They were very curious about local artists, and tried to meet with as
much of them as possible.
I really believe that such events can improve things on certain
levels, and create new opportunities especially when the event itself
is based on education and sharing knowledge. This is why I truly
encourage creating and participating in trainings or projects such
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as The Octopus Programme. It’s the perfect way to create bridges
between Tunisia and other countries, but also to discover new ways
of thinking, researching, improving and creating. Even in Art schools
in Tunisia such program does not exist. We are still at the theoretical
study stage with no real link with the market or modern examples
from which we can draw inspiration.
Private institutions and foundations have a major role to play in here.
Being more flexible and having better means than the public sector
allows them to help accelerate the development process of the local
sphere.
As a mentor, I have been surprised and impressed by the choice of
the artists/students for the Octopus Programme. Having different
backgrounds and different artistic practices will be very rewarding
for them but also for the selected mentors. In addition, it will open
up to a new sharing ground between different artistic spheres and
disciplines and allow new reflections and discussions. By combining
Theatre and performing art, Marwa Manai project has evolved
from the usual comfort zone of any student of the national theatre
school, to an experimental and interactive project. She imagined
a proactive play that evolves with the participation of her audience
but also can have different scenarios each time. As for Younes Ben
Slimane, he is trying to research a way to capture death, and exhibit
a new understanding of it. Starting from his personal experience and
memories, and then from overseeing his environment. But what is
very interesting is that his research process is mainly based on his
architect background by examining spaces where death passed by.
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Exchanging with Julia Stern was very enthralling. She is observing
and researching human habits while sharing a meal in order to create
a batch of tableware in line with these kind of common interactions.
Moreover, this product will again be used for a group experiment
for the same project. A project that combines design, installation
and performing art, and that can be presented in different public or
private events. Following the same reflection, Sophia Bellouhassi
Widmann is also working on a social experiment project questioning
ambivalences in cultures around the world. The idea behind her
project is creating some sort “new ethics” book by inviting people
around the world to write down their believes, their daily routine and
their values and then crossing these thoughts to demonstrate that
we can expect a sustainable merger even from social contrasts.
These projects will hopefully be exhibited to a large audience
between Tunisia and Austria as soon as this pandemic period is over.
This will allow a larger understanding of how these programs can
evolve one’s reflection and consequently the art scene. Surely, then
we can outstrip the self-reliance and egocentricity phase to upgrade
to a collaborative one.

c
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Anne Klontz

In the course lecture Identity in a Globalized World which I prepared
for The Octopus Programme’s participants Marwa Manai, Sophia
Widmann, Julia Stern and Younes Ben Slimane, I asked them to
respond to the questions of: “How would you describe your hybrid
identity?” and “Does this identity play a role in your practice?” Each
of their responses were exceptional; they did not limit their answers
to short, one sentence replies as I had anticipated. Instead, they
enthusiastically expanded the discussion by sharing their personal
histories that have contributed to their current identities. From the
discussion, their hybrid identities became less about a relevancy
to the global sphere and was examined from the perspective of
the local through which many other important factors connected
to identity emerged such as race, politics, religion and societal
norms. As artist and architect Younes Ben Slimane stated during
the discussion, “it is not only how we see our identity, but others
give you an identity.” Following a similar tone, artist and educator
Julia Stern shared how during her studies at the university in her
hometown, she was surprised by how other international students
assigned her an identity. Sophia Widmann, who is also from the
education and arts sector, commented that “hybridity is a richness”
and Marwa Manai, a playwright and stage director asserted that a
hybrid identity is not applicable within the political context of her
country.

It’s hard to ignore the chaos and disruption present in the world
today. Societies and their infrastructures have been ravaged by a
virus that has further set the foundation for social unease felt on
all surfaces of the globe. The logical has faded and the emotional
has taken over. In these times of uncertainty, it is easy to question
our existence and our contribution to contemporary narratives;
however, there is a constant that is always reliable—our identity.
Identity consists of various elements, some of which we can nurture
and shape, and some aspects are predetermined qualities based
on the country and cultures we are from. In this we have strength,
purpose and direction as well as the possibility for growth which
contributes in turn to the greater whole. There is a relationship
between the internal (our self) and the external (society) and
depending on what one wants to achieve, the relationship can
remain harmonious or it can be disrupted by challenges and
limitations. Furthermore, identity has evolved to include aspects
of globalization which reflects the roles one has assumed beyond
borders either through active choices or out of necessity due to
economic or political circumstances.
The scholar and theorist Homi K. Bhabha defines this as the
‘hybrid identity’, a term which he has developed primarily within
postcolonial discourse, but has expanded even within the field
of art.1 From this foundation, the notion of the hybrid identity is
both relevant and applicable even to the context of the everyday
globalized world we live in.
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1 Homi K. Bhabha. 2003. “Border Lives:

The Art of the Present”. Art in Theory 19002000: An Anthology of Changing Ideas.
Blackwell Publishing: London. p. 1110.

All of these unique revelations offer a brief glimpse into much
broader and more complex contexts the Octopus Programme
participants are currently working within to develop their projects.
They are actively investigating topics that have connections to who
they are, but the question of whether or not their identities play a role
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in their practice is only a subtitle to the larger aims of their projects.
In the text “Border Lives: The Art of the Present” by Homi K. Bhabha,
he illustrates how action and movement exists in relation to hybrid
identity. It is not only about who one is, but what one does to activate
their identity within a society. Bhabha writes:
“What is theoretically innovative, and politically
crucial, is the need to think beyond narratives of
originary and initial subjectivities and to focus on
those moments or processes that are produced in the
articulation of cultural differences. These ‘in-between’
spaces provide the terrain for elaborating strategies
of selfhood—singular or communal—that initiate new
signs of identity, and innovative sites of collaboration,
and contestation, in the act of defining the idea of
society itself.”2
Bhabha further elaborates on how the in-between space can be
a site for intervention which produces creative invention.3 In
consideration of the projects being developed by Marwa, Sophia,
Julia and Younes for the Octopus Programme, this in-between
space emerged as a point of departure for evaluating their creative
practices within the larger global context. However, an interesting
thread emerged from the group’s discussion in which any act of
intervention on their part was intrinsically tied to their location,
and it is within this sphere of place where their roles and identities
are challenged and simultaneously, they are questioning and
challenging in return.
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In her project statement for the Octopus Programme, Tunisian-based
Marwa Manai writes, “My work in both theatre and the academic
sphere has forged my identity as both an artist and a researcher.”
Manai is exploring how to work with different modes of theatre
and is currently developing her first performance art situation
titled “On the Threshold” that is both site-specific and interactive.
Manai describes how the stories and characters are under constant
construction and the story is developed in accord with the host site.
The final narrative is activated by the characters positioned in each
location and the audience who will follow an itinerary that leads
them to each chapter. The project activates the fictional through
physical presence and audience interaction.

2 Ibid., p. 1111.

3 Ibid., p. 1115.

During the discussion, Manai contributed a critical perspective to
the notion of the hybrid identity and that it doesn’t apply within the
Tunisian political scene. She described how it is difficult to create
art in a third world context because so much is tied to culture. This
raises challenges in how identity can be understood both within the
local, which serves as political agendas, but also within the global
and how others will perceive one’s background and identity without
immediately formulating stereotypes. Yet, Manai confidently and
proudly recognizes her role as an Arab, Muslim woman working
with theater.
Sophia Bellouhassi Widmann plays with stereotypes in her creative
practice and uses different cultures to understand art. This interest
is founded in part to her own identity; her father is Moroccan
and her mother German and while she grew up in Germany,
she embraces her African heritage. In her practice, Bellouhassi
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Widmann seeks to mix people with different values in order to find
solutions. This tactic is also present in her project for the Octopus
Programme, “The Sublime Myths of Hybrids,” where she aims to
involve participants from different parts of the world who will take
part in a workshop she is developing. The workshop is educational
and draws inspiration from religion and politics. Her starting point
is a letter from the year 2055 that communicates to the world of the
past about different stories of creation. Through contemplating the
future, she is interested in exploring how the world is perceived from
different perspectives. In her interdisciplinary practice, Bellouhassi
Widmann often stages situations that are critical and that examine
hierarchies and stereotypes found within a society. She utilizes the
global to question and take action, often creating interactive events
in the public sphere that point to topics about the political, identity
and culture.
Communication and language are the nexus from which Julia
Stern is creating her project, titled “Tabula in Abundantia”. She
describes how one word in German could have several different
meanings depending on how it is used or spoken. Stern has been
creating handmade tableware and draws inspiration from what
utensils are used during meals in Germany and Tunisia. Her
aim with the project is to create an atmosphere that is inclusive
and will bring people together through shared meals in order to
exchange conversation and ideas. She explains that there will be
no strict rules or formal eating traditions required. In many ways,
a meal creates this opportunity to share stories and to create a
community of individuals who maybe have not met before and who,
for a short while, will work together and learn things about one
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another. During the group discussion, Stern shared how she has
established her life and career in her home country of Austria, yet
her identity and the many roles she plays are often misinterpreted
and challenged by the local society around her. In her statement
application to the Octopus Programme, Stern raises the question
of “What atmosphere has to be created to convey a good culture of
open and trustful communication?” In relation to this, her project is
an interesting space to consider different perspectives on identity’s
role since the introduction of one’s identity often surfaces as a topic
of conversation in social interactions where people meet each other.

2 Ibid., p. 1111.

3 Ibid., p. 1115.

Younes Ben Slimane describes that he has two identities, that of an
artist and architect. For him it is challenging to be both, a challenge
that is driven by how others perceive him. Yet he has found a way
to bridge this divide through his diverse practice and exploration
of Tunisian culture. Ben Slimane describes how the perception
of Tunisia has been created falsely through photographs or
documentaries that contribute to stereotypes. He utilizes this in his
practice to create different perspectives of his country, and through
this, his identity is also presented in a contemporary way. In his film
and photographic works, Ben Slimane subtly references his interest
in architecture through the use of architectural elements that
elegantly frame the narratives. This process also translates into
his project for the Octopus Programme titled, “The Shape of Death”
which draws inspiration from his experiences observing how
death is revealed his country. There is death in every culture, and
in Tunisia, death is marked by white plastic chairs that are placed
within and outside the spaces of homes. For each home, there is a
different pattern and shape, but the message of death, grieving and
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community will always be the same. In using art and architecture,
Ben Slimane creates an understanding of human civilization.
The notion of hybrid identity is characterized by culture and
tradition, the personal and the professional, as well as the local and
the global. The four participants of the Octopus Programme were
asked to share their individual hybrid identity as part of a group
discussion. What transpired was not a discussion purely about
their singular selves, rather it was a conversation that dissected and
reflected on how each of them lives in a society that has an impact
on their identity and the roles they have. The significance of place
in forming one’s identity is clearly relevant, and from the discussion
that took place with the participants, place was characterized as
providing strength through community, collectivity and shared
experiences, yet it can be a site for limitations and foster stereotypes
and exclusion. Herein lies the realm of the ‘in-between’ and
maneuvering through these contrasts is where Marwa, Sophia, Julia
and Younes find themselves. Rather than succumb and give up to
the challenges, they are successfully utilizing their experiences to
develop and grow beyond the local and into the global.
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Nadia Ayari
One of the central points that emerged from my talks with artists
Marwa Manai, Younes Ben Slimane, Julia Stern and Sophia
Windman, currently enrolled in the Octopus Programme, is the
value of how we discuss our work. This was accentuated by the
fact that we were meeting online via Zoom. Perhaps an effect of the
social distancing I’ve been practicing during this pandemic or a
result of knowing that I will likely be using this very same platform
to teach art to college sophomores in the fall, I felt a pronounced
a sense of loss at not being in the same physical space as them.
This heightened the significance of our conversations during the
presentation and one-on-one meetings.
While presenting my work, I pointed out my discomfort with a
phrase I once used freely to describe my paintings. I arrived in
New York, nearly thirteen years ago only months after completing
graduate school and I was soon told that I had to have an elevator
pitch. “What’s that?” I remember thinking. After doing some
research I learned it to be a short and succinct sentence that
accurately communicates the content of one’s work. I had nothing
of the sort and for the next couple of years, I struggled with the
few words that made sense to me: “I am an artist that loves Phillip
Guston… No… I am a painter that loves Phillip Guston... No, no… I
am a painter that is picking up where Phillip Guston left off. Ugh,
that sounds too pretentious.” It was usually at this point that I
would give up and put the task away for later. In the meantime,
I began a day job at an antiquity gallery on the Upper West Side,
sold some of my work to Saatchi in London, and had my first New
York solo show. Yet, I could not form a clear and concise sentence:
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“I am a painter interested in politics. I am an artist interested in
communicating the politics of my time… Ugh!” Once again, I would
put it away.
During this same period, in 2010, I had show titled This Place
and needed to find a coherent way to talk about the work. Here is
an excerpt from what I wrote: “My paintings focus on political
landscapes. […] The fictions these paintings depict rely on classic
associations of the Eye/“I” (folkloric to Freudian) to relate the global
politics of the year during which they were made.”
Later that year, as an outcome of the show, I met the poet, and now
dear friend, Daniel Feinberg. He told me he loved my work because
he found conceptual painting compelling. Those words resonated
and I plucked them from him straight away. I added the adjective
“narrative” to further describe my intention and there was the pitch
I had been stringing together for three years: conceptual narrative
painting. “What do I make? Why, I make conceptual narrative
paintings.” It felt good.
As it turned out, I was right to be excited. When I took my elevator
pitch out into the world people seemed pleased, and reassured by it.
They would tell me they hadn’t heard that ‘one’ before and then ask
me what the paintings look like. From there, I could easily explain
my characters, describe my abstract compositions and enumerate
the colors I used.
A few years later, in 2013, I had another solo project, The Fountain
and the Fig. This time, I was looking forward to discussing my new
body of work: “My recent work explores stories of dominance and
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desire. The paintings resemble fables, images stilled in time. And
yet, through their primary protagonists: the fig, the tree and the
blood, I relate conceptual narratives of contemporary love, politics
and indoctrination. […] For the fig, like for all my protagonists, the
road to social and political freedom is sanguine.”
In 2016, I put together another exhibition titled Bricks. This group of
oeuvres felt different than my previous work; I had systematized my
paint application giving my paintings a singular sculptural quality.
In addition, I had found a way to produce fresco sculptures that
created dynamic tensions. I was, however, still hanging onto the
notion that I made conceptual narrative paintings even though it no
longer felt true. But this time, thanks to my dealer, I had a budget
to commission two essays for the catalogue and I picked Daniel
Feinberg and Kareem Estefan, an art critic, to write about the show.
About that series of paintings depicting figs, branches and leaves
Feinberg writes:
“A world repeating itself as intonation in fruit and
branch, brick and sand, form and portal: eyelash in the
unknown. A palette so consistent in its vision, purple,
green, dark green, that a bondage in purpose tightens
toward a mystery in mimesis. Yes, being outside of time
through the jouissance of submission and domination is
a super natural thing. A fleshed out anarchy appearing
and reappearing and captive in Ayari’s succinct
strokes. This rigorous wilderness is painted somewhere
between the two false myths of origin and ending: art
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forms that hang and ripen in the reality of necromantic
red renewal. A supple Euclidian space time full of erotic
cuts and curves that affirm an occult art cultivated to
transform if not transcend.” 1

1 Daniel Feinberg. “Wet, Death.” Bricks:

Nadia Ayari. New York: Taymour Grahne

While Estefan builds on the sculptural elements of the exhibition:
“Bricks, a new element in Ayari’s repertoire, pose a
palpable counterpoint to the fig as rhetorical figure,
while extending her engagement with materiality and
seriality. The debris of urban architecture, which the
artist has excavated from dumpsters and construction
sites in her Brooklyn neighborhood, grounds a symbol
overripe with meaning, and generates productive
tensions between the natural and the built environment,
the abstract and the concrete, image and structure. Yet
in their iterative buildup, the fig paintings also find
solidarity with the bricks. If Ayari’s frescos embrace a
collision of clear pictorial representation and roughly
hewn matter, it is not to highlight such a schism, but to
underscore the similarities between the paintings and
the bricks, as building blocks, and their referents in
gendered bodies and urban structures, as constructed
assemblages that emerge through repetition and
variation. Ayari’s work activates oppositions between
discourse and materiality that remain dynamically
unresolved, the fig standing in, as a metonymic figure,
for the bodies that matter.” 2
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Deeply energized by these texts and feeling confident, I expanded
the list of words I refuse to use in discussions of my work, which
includes the following: fragility, domesticity, sensuality, feminine,
and intimacy. To this day, this group of pronouns continues to grow.
Unfortunately, the list of words that I agree to use remains stagnant.
As I discussed this with Manai, Ben Slimane, Stern and Bellouhassi
Widmann
a couple of weeks ago, it feels like once again I have no words for
what I make. “Why don’t I just shorten it to conceptual painting
since my compositions have gotten so abstract that narrative no
longer fits?” I sometime wonder. “But isn’t that redundant? Shouldn’t
the word painting on its own indicate a conceptual practice? I make
paintings. Does that work?”
As I once more work from a verbally imprecise space, I have learned
from my years of experience that I can create a semantic field that
serves as a scaffolding to my oil paintings and fresco sculptures.
This intellectual architecture at once complexifies the work while
protecting it from confinement. This is the strategy I used to write,
in collaboration with Alice Amati the exhibiting gallery’s assistant
and a gifted writer in her own right, about 8 Ways of Holding On, my
latest solo show:

2

Kareem Estefan. 2016. “Intimate
Mutations: From the Symbolic to the
Somatic”. Bricks: Nadia Ayari. New York:
Taymour Grahne

“In this exhibition, Ayari furthers her investigation into
the interaction of her work’s primary forms: they lead
and the branch, which in this new body of work, bend
onto themselves and fold into each other like bodies
entangled in a series of quiet embraces. These elements
convey a new narrative, one that although told through
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abstract and allegorical means, appears instantly
intelligible as it delves deeper into the personal yet
universally shared struggle for survival and pursuit
of growth at a time of widespread political instability.
Lush coiling leaves and thick knotting branches are set
against vast backgrounds of visceral red and enigmatic
purple that imbue the work with a sense of peril. Within
these heavily impastoed compositions, Ayari opens up
windows into a world where there is no escaping the
formal qualities of one’s emotions.”
In my meetings with the Octopus Programme participants, I
attempted to learn the words that mean the most to them. Manai
and I discussed her performance Sur Le Seuil, now in hiatus because
of the pandemic. It became clear to me that specificity was hugely
important to her project. Astonishingly, when I asked her about the
language in which she wrote her characters’ voices she responded
that Tunisian dialect and English came to her most regularly and
with similar ease. It just depended on the script and personage’s
needs. As a Tunisian myself, I continue to find this extremely
compelling and think that despite the resistance she may find from
local audiences, that her bilingual practice offers a great opportunity
for originality.
Although our conversation was cut short due to my shaky wifi
connection, Ben Slimane and I quickly found ourselves in a rich
conversation around the modularity of grief and his current project
The Shape of Death. I urged him to look the rituals of celebration
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in order to create a counterpoint to the models and maps he was
already engaged in making. I suggested he look at the Lebanese
post-civil war artists such as Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil Joreige,
Walid Raad and Akraam Zaatari for how they have used collective
trauma and wartime memories to inform their work.
Stern and I talked about her project Tabula in Abundantia and we
delved into the materials from which she was planning to create her
tableware. We also discussed the shapes she was creating and I was
excited to hear that she was considering including non-functional
bowls in her compositions. This led us into a conversation about the
multiple presentational possibilities and how potent this project
will be when strangers can once again sit at a table together and
share a meal
Bellouhassi Widmann and I spent a considerable amount of time
looking at the documents she has created for her project The Sublime
Myths of Hybrids. It seemed to me that the multiple texts functioned
as simulacra for another world grounded in the conventions of
science fiction. Because the ultimate desired outcome of the work
is a collection of laws and rules, I urged her to either exaggerate the
satirical tone of the project or amplify the earnest impulses that led
her to imagining the conditions of this world. I recommended, if she
was more interested in the latter, to read Sister Outsider by Audre
Lorde for some perspective on how to “dismantle the master’s
house.”
I look forward to seeing how these artists develop their vocabulary
in the coming years.
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Julia Stern is a graphic designer, illustrator and artist from
Vienna. She was educated as an Applied Fashion Designer at
Wiener Kunstschule, studied Theatre Science and Journalism &
Communication Studies at University of Vienna focussing on Stage
and Costume Design as well as on Media Design. In 2015, she
started another education University of Applied Arts in Vienna at
the Institute of Art Science & Art Education, for Design, Architecture
and Environment (DAE) and Textile –Free, Applied & Experimental
Artistic Design (TEX). Her permanent occupation with matters of
social and educational significance and economic correlations as
well as her interest in material culture and modes of production
find their expression in mostly textile and material combined
artworks. There is also an intensive connection to language within
her works always trying to take a light-hearted look at what she is
doing. Moreover she has extensive knowledge working as a graphic
designer and illustrator in magazine design. Her work Notes of an
Imbalance was presented in the In&Out exhibition at Angewandte
Festival 2019.
Marwa Manai is a, playwright, stage director, actress and professor
based in Tunisia. She graduated from the Ecole Normale Superieure
majoring in English Language, Literature and Civilization. She is a
tenured assistant professor at the University of Tunis. Manai, then
graduated from the National School of Acting under the direction
of the pioneer stage director Fadhel Jaibi. She was selected for the
Tunisian National Theatre company to participate as assistant stage
director and actress in Violences (2015); as an actress and co-writer
in Fentres Sur (2016)…by Raja Ben Ammar; and as an actress in Fears
(2018) by Fadhel Jaibi and Jalila Baccar. She partook in different
performances and writing collectives across Tunisia in addition
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PARTICIPANTS

to organizing several drama workshops. Her first play A.S.H. was
selected for a residency grant at the International Cultural Center
of Hammamet. She is the playwright and director of the Tunisian
National Theatre’s production The Name of the Father (2019). She is
also a co-organizer of Lectures, a series of readings of dramatic texts
from the international repertoire. Having worked on The Aesthetics
of Violence in Macbeth for her graduation, she continues on the
same vein by focusing on the bridges between Elizabethan and
Contemporary drama for her doctoral thesis. Her work focuses on
the fundamentally distinctive feature of the literary genre of drama
as both text and performance.
Sophia Bellouhassi Widmann is an artist is studying Art Education
at University of Applied Arts Vienna. She received pedagogical
formation in education and also studied Social Care at KSH in Munich.
Her areas of research bring subjects of Psychology, Philosophy,
Education and Art by also addressing her previous experience in
the field of social work. With her art practice, she addresses issues
of social justice, intercultural relations, digitalization and climate
change by taking education into consideration. Her works have
been featured in “#BeyondPolitics” (2019); Transit Collective, The
WUK (Werkstätten- und Kulturhaus), Vienna; “In&Out”, Angewandte
Festival 2019; Post-Apocalyptic Gesture”, MUMOK, Vienna in 2019.
Younes Ben Slimane is an architect and artist. Ben Slimane
studied at the National School of Architecture and Urban Planning
in Sidi Bou Said, Tunisia. The Tunis based Jaou Festival hosted his
first exhibition Ready-to-Burn in 2018. In 2019, he participated in
collective exhibitions as Conscious Landscapes at the Museum
of Contemporary Art Skopje; Climbing through the Tide at B7L9; El
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Kasma during Gabes Cinema Fen, and Homogeneus at the french
Institut Français of Tunis. He was an artist-in-residence at Dar
Eyquem and Les ateliers coteaux. His documentary short film, All
Come From Dust won the Golden Tanit in Carthage Film Festival, and
was officially selected in Locarno Film Festival, Pardi di doManai
competiton, Passaggi : intrecci mediterranei at Pravo Ljudski Film
Festival in Sarajevo and it will be screening at the Clermont Ferrand
film festival.
Basak Senova is a curator and designer. She studied Literature and
Graphic Design (MFA in Graphic Design and Ph.D. in Art, Design and
Architecture at Bilkent University) and attended the 7th Curatorial
Training Programme of Stichting De Appel in Amsterdam. She
lectured in various universities in Turkey and in 2017 she was the
resident fellow at the University of the Arts, Helsinki and received
Associate Professorship by the Higher Education Council of Turkey.
In 2019, she was the Angewandte Resident Artist Programme’s
resident in Vienna.
Senova is one of the founding members of NOMAD, as well as the
organizer of “ctrl_alt_del” sound art project and “Upgrade!Istanbul”.
Senova is one of the editorial correspondents of ibraaz.org and
Turkish correspondent of Flash Art International. She acted as an
advisory board member of the Turkish Pavilion in Venice Biennial
and also the Istanbul Biennial. She is a member of the editorial board
of PASS, International Biennial Association’s journal. She was the
curator of the Pavilion of Turkey at the 53rd Venice Biennale. She
co-curated the UNCOVERED (Cyprus, 2011-2013); the 2ndand 5th
Biennial of Contemporary Art, D-0 ARK Underground (Bosnia and
Herzegovina, 2013 and 2019). She acted as the Art Gallery Chair
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CURATOR

of (ACM) SIGGRAPH 2014 (Vancouver) the curator of the Helsinki
Photography Biennial 2014: Ecological Fallacy and the Jerusalem
Show VII: Fractures (2014). In 2015, she curated the Pavilion of
Republic of Macedonia at the 56th Venice Biennale, in 2016, Lines of
Passage (in medias res) in Lesvos and in 2019 the inaugural exhibition
of B7L9, Climbing through the Tide in Tunis. Senova completed a
long-term research-based art project CrossSections that took place
in Vienna, Helsinki, and Stockholm (2017- 2019). Currently, she is a
visiting professor at the University of Applied Arts, Vienna.

GUESTS

Bronwyn Lace is an artist from South Africa, whose practice focuses
on the relationships between art and other fields, including physics,
museum practice and philosophy. Lace is also the director of The
Centre for the Less Good Idea, an interdisciplinary incubator space
for the arts based in Maboneng, Johannesburg. She lives and works
in between Johannesburg and Vienna.
Marcus Neustetter is an artist, cultural activist and producer also
from South Africa. Mostly process driven, his production of art at
the intersection of art, science and technology has led him to work
in a multi-disciplinary approach from conventional drawings to
permanent and temporary site specific installations, mobile and
virtual interventions and socially engaged projects internationally.
Neustetter is the co-director of the contemporary art production
collaboration The Trinity Session since 2000 and serves on various
media art research advisory boards and is developing an ArtScience Research program as an adjunct professor with the Nelson
Mandela University, Port Elizabeth. He lives and works in between
Johannesburg and Vienna.
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Anne Klontz is a curator who has a dual master’s degree in
International Curating Management and Culture and Media
Production. She is the Head of Exhibitions at Konstfack University
of Arts, Crafts and Design in Stockholm, Sweden where she manages
the production of the annual degree exhibition. During 2019, she was
the Assistant Curator of Momentum10 – The Emotional Exhibition in
Moss, Norway and was mentioned as one of 19 women defining the
Scandinavian art scene. In 2020, she will be curating the exhibition
“2084” with Catalysti Transcultural Artists in Finland.
Olfa Feki is an architect and curator based in Tunisia. She is the
director of International Festival of Photography, Videography and
Digital Arts in Kerkennah. This festival aims to become an exchange
platform between North Africa and the international scene, thus
addressing not only professionals, but also the general public. She
lives and work in Tunis.
Nadia Ayari is a painter living and working in Brooklyn, NY. Her
recent projects explore the interaction of her primary forms: the leaf
and the branch. Delving into themes of survival through allegorical
means, these works present visualizations of growth at a time of
widespread political instability. Ayari had solo projects at Luce,
Turin (2009); Monya Rowe, NY (2011); The Third Line, Dubai (2013);
Taymour Grahne, NY (2016); Untitled, Art Miami Beach (2016). She
participated in the 12th International Cairo Biennale (2010); the 3rd
Thessaloniki Biennale (2011); and Art Dubai Projects (2014). Her
work was exhibited internationally, such as at the Saatchi Gallery,
London; Monica DeCardenas, Zuoz; Maraya Art Center, Sharjah;
Institut Du Monde Arabe, Paris; Gallery Diet, Miami; DC Moore, NY;
Samson Projects, Boston; and Produce Model Gallery, Chicago.
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